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INTRODUCTION

Thia theeie la not intended to constitute * treat* 
iae of the Algcoiraa Conference, but to relate only that 
part taken by the United Statea in the conference. How
ever, in preaenting thia material it haa been thought 
neceaeary to offer a preliminary treatment of the Triple 
Alliance and the Entente Cordiale to aerve aa a background 
to interpret the aignifinance of the Morocco Criaia aa it 
preaented itaelf to the world in 1908. In dealing with 
the Morocco Criaia we have considered not the Moroccan 
problem lteelf, but the place which that conflict took 
in the European diplomacy prior to the opening of the 
Algecirae Conference.

Briefly the outline of thia theaia la aa follows! 
Pirat, a aummary of the alliance ayetem aa it developed 
efter the Franco-Pruaalan War. Thia ia followed by a 
brief oonaideratlon of the Morocco Criaia, referring to 
Morocco proper only whan neceaeary to explain the move# 
of the Powers. The last two chapter* deal with the 
united States' participation in the Algecirae Conference 
with emphasis on the role played by Preaidant Rooaavelt.



CHAPTER I

THE BUILDING OF THE ALLIANCES

After the Freneo-Prussien War, Europe found her- 
eelf feeing a new diplomatic situation* The balance of 
power had been destroyed completely. Where European pol
itics for centuries had been based upon the principle of 
a weak German canter and atrong French* Austrian, and 
Russian extremities, the tables now had been turned.
France, the most Important wing power, was destroyed mil
itarily, mutilated territorially, and on the verge of an
archy, so far as domestic affairs were concerned. It may 
be said, of course that Prussia was, before the time of 
Bismarck, one of the powers of Europe, but the Prussia 
of 1861 was one of the least of the powers, Whereas the 
Germany of 1871 waa among the first* The Prussia of 1861 
was a nation of 19,000,000 supporting, with difficulty, 
the armament necessary to maintain a recognised place in the 
councils of Europe, the Germany of 1871 was a nation of 
41,000,000,* with the prestige of an overwhelmingly sue- 
easeful war against Francs, and with financial conditions 
Insuring prosperity. No etateaman in Europe in any of 
his diplomatic considerations could afford to leave out

1. L. Holt and A. Chilton, The History of 
1868-1914* 180-188. .
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of account the German Empire.
F&r centuries France had been the strongest pow

er on the Continent and it would be strange if she meek
ly consented to the transfer of hegemony to the new Ger
man Empire. Hence in the years immediately following 
the Franco-Prusslan war the chief issue around which in
ternational questions revolved was the probability of a 
war of revenge waged by France against Germany. At first 
thought, it might seem foolhardy for France to ponalder 
a war with a power by which she had been defeated so 
thoroughly, but we must consider that she hoped to in
sure success by preliminary diplomacy. If France could 
ally herself with strong military states, she might hope 
to attaok Germany and regain Alsace-Lorraine. The pros
pect for the French seemed hopeful, The new German state 
lay in the center of Europe sandwiched between three 
great states, with two of which she had been at war re
cently. A coalition formed between France and Austria 
might crush the upstart power; or, if Russia could be 
weaned from her friendship with Germany, a coalition be
tween Russia and France would accomplish her purpose.

Bismarck was not slow to appreciate the danger.
In the years following the war the fear of a combination 
of German neighbors was the nightmare which never ceased
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to haunt him. To prevent this nightmare from becoming a 
reality* Bismarck embarked upon a policy which was to 
keep France weak and isolated* His object was to reduce 
the pressure upon the German frontiers as much aa poss
ible by diverting the European powers to colonial fields 
and by building up a system of protective agreements. In 
1871 he had sought to guard against a revival of French 
strength by imposing a heavy indemnity* After peace had 
been concluded ha supported Thiers against the Monarch
ists because the Iron Chancellor believed that a French 
Republic would be torn by internal strife and be in ill 
favor with conservative Austria and Russia.

In his alliance policy Bismarck achieved remark
able success* With Russia and Austria the task proved 
easy at first. Two bases existed for an understanding. 
All wanted peace, all needed peace* The wars of 1859 
and 1866 had exhausted Austria, while the creation of the 
Dual Monarchy, 1867 gave rise to serious constitutional 
problems which new wars would complicate* Russia, too, 
was occupied with internal problems. Each year the op
position to the autocracy became mere violent and the 
Tsar wished to concentrate his energies on the task of
____________________________________________________________ _______

1871-1933: 8* '' S°"**C. SHTPE?*" Diplomatic history

2
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repressing the Nihilists. Fear of radicalism and devo
tion to conservative principles was common to all three 
emperors. Liberalism and anarchism were gaining adher
ents everywhere. A united front was needed to prevent the

5spread of revolutionary ideas eastward. In September of 
1872 the three emperors, Alexander of Russia, Francis 
Joseph of Austria and William of Germany mot at Berlin. 
Although the monarch* and their advisers were together 
for more than a week,no political agreements resulted 
from their conferences. Obviously, it was not yet time 
for the international system of Europe to take definite 
form.

Still the League of the Three Emperors which was 
foreshadowed in the Berlin meeting was soon to become a 
reality. In the following year, 1873 the Informal union 
attained written form. .By this agreement the Emperors 
promised to cooperate In the preservation of monarchlal 
solidarity, which was being threatened by revolutionary 
republican movements in western Europe. "The League of 
the Three Emperors", says William Longer, "was a new Holy 
Alliance against revolution in all its forma.

S * Ibid*. 8—9.

asata, -a* Misa-
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Apparently secure on the East, Bismarck felt free 
to turn his attention to his western neighbors. Austria 
had been willing to forget 1866 partly because Bismarck 
had given very generous terms after the Sevan Weeks' War, 
but chiefly because the Dual Monarchy needed peace. No 
such acquiescence in defeat could be expected from France. 
Alsace-Lorraine in German hands was a symbol of French 
humiliation and defeat barring the way to reconciliation. 
Moreover, the rapidity with which France revived after the 
war alarmed Bismarck. By 1875 the indemnity was paid, 
the last German troops had evacuated French soil and

5France was reorganizing her army on the Prussian model.
The entire period from 1871-1875 was a formative 

period, during which the European states were attempting 
to adjust themselves to the changed conditions resulting 
from a period of successive wars. But in 1875 the "War 
Scare" helped to clarify the general situation. In the 
spring of 1875 the French government brought in a new 
army bill. Its passage was facilitated by a campaign 
against Germany in the press. In Germany the leaders be
gan to talk of the necessity of a "preventive war" to 
crush France before she was ready to attack. At the

5. C. D. Hazen, Europe Since 1815. 388-359.
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same time a aeries of noteworthy articles, dealing with 
the general European situation began to appear in the 
leading newspapers of Germany. There is no evidence that 
Bismarck desired to sound the alarm in this fashion, but 
it has been thought by some writers that Bismarck planned 
to make a demand on France to reduce her armaments.^ What
ever his intentions may have been he permitted the devel
opment of tension to become so severe that a misstep on 
either aide might easily have precipitated hostilities.

In order to profit by the sympathy which the Ger
man war threats aroused in other countries the French 
government exploited the situation and begged England 
and Russia to hold Germany in check. The English were 
unwilling to see France annihilated and they dreaded the 
thought of another war. In fact the English were so ap
prehensive of Bismarck'? plans that as early as February 
1874 Queen Victoria had written a letter to the Emperor 
William warning him that If Germany should because of her 
superior force attempt to crush and annihilate a beaten
foe, the sympathy of the English would undoubtedly be 

7 'with France.
The letter of Queen Victoria to Emperor William

6. Linger, op. cit., 43-48. 
7* Ibid.. 41.
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was not meant as a threat. It was a friendly letter and 
was undoubtedly sent in good faith. The French were in
formed of the English standpoint and naturally received 
the news with elation. Moreover, the connection between 
England and France became closer through the new conser
vative ministry under Benjamin Disraeli, who took a much 
greater interest in foreign affairs than his predecessor.^ 

In Russia too the feeling was growing that Bis
marck's power must be circumscribed. The Tsar had not 
merely consented to Bismarck's earlier moves, he had given 
active assistance by preventing other Powers from inter
vening against Prussia during the war with France. Now 
Russia felt that a strong France was necessary to counter
balance the strength of Germany. In Russia there was a 
silent understanding of the possibility of a Franco- 
Russian alliance. After.1875 Bismarck became keenly alive
to the fact that a new and delicate equilibrium now ex-

9lsted in Europe. The Chancellor's position in 1875 was 
an unenviable one, but the crisis of 1875 had this one 
good point: it indicated the direction and strength of

IQ 'the various currents in European politics.

8* Ibid.. 41.
9. Sontag, op. cit., 10-12.
10. hanger, op. cit., 55.
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During the years 1876-1878 events occurred In 
the Balkans, which shattered the continuation of the co
operation between Russia and Germany as inaugurated by 
the League of the Three Emperors. In the Balkans Russia 
and Austria were rivals, and their rivalry was thrown in
to high relief at the Congress of Berlin. Russia, unaid
ed had carried on a war with Turkey and had imposed the 
treaty of San Stefano upon her conquered enemy.^ But 
Russia found to her great disappointment that Europe 
would not recognize the treaty and insisted upon its re
vision at an international congress. At the Congress of 
Berlin, Russia found herself humiliated. So far as the 
Russian people could see, the country had been unjustly 
deprived of the fruits of its efforts and sacrifices by 
the combined action of England and Austria. Of Germany 
little was said, and Bismarck was hardly mentioned. But 
the diplomats, who desired to free themselves of respon
sibility found it convenient to lay the blame on Bismarck, 
who owed Russia so much and had done so little to help 
her out of her dilemma. From the very start Bismarck 
had declared that the semi-barbarous Balkan people and 
the Turks as well were not worth a deluge of blood, and 
had tried to hold the balance even between Austria and

11. Hazen, op. clt., 295-296.
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Russia at the Congreaa of Berlin. If he departed from
his role of "honest broker," it was rather in favor of

12Russia than of Austria.
Bismarck soon became convinced that his support

of Russia was a thankless task. The hostility of the
press turned from England and Austria to Germany and there
was some talk of an eventual agreement between Russia and
France. During the month of January 1879, Bismarck told
the Austrian ambassador that an alliance between Austria
and Germany would be the best guarantee of peace for 
_ isEurope* As William I was very intimate personally with 
his nephew Alexander II of Russia, Bismarck encountered 
great difficulty in winning his own sovereign's support 
for an alliance with Austria, which would necessarily 
alienate Russia. After long delay caused by the reluct
ance of the Kaiser, the-Austro-German alliance was final
ly drafted on the ninth of October 1879.^ This treaty 
provided that If either Germany or Austria were attacked 
by Russia the two would be bound to come to the assis
tance one of the other with the whole war strength of*
the Empires and accordingly only to conclude peace to

la. Danger, gg. cit., 171-172.
15. Ibid.. 174.
14. W. S. Davis, Europe Since Waterloo, 459-440.
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gather and upon mutual agreement; that If either Germany
or Austria should be attacked by another power the ally
should observe a benevolent neutrality toward its fellow
Contracting party, but if this attacking party should be
supported by Russia then Germany and Austria should act
together with their full military force and should make

15peace in common. Thus wo see that the Austro^German
treaty of 1879 established a defensive alliance, aimed
particularly at Russia and to a lesser degree against
France. The treaty was kept secret and not published 

16 .until 1888. The Austro-German Alliance," writes Pro
fessor Fay, "consolidated the Central Empires and became
henceforth, until their collapse in the November of 1918

17the very foundation rock of German policy."
The conclusion of the alliance with Austria left 

Bismarck in something of a dilemma* His relations with 
England were good and the Franco-German tension had been 
lessened. But Bismarck was embarrassed by the advances 
of the Russians, who were fully cognizant of the danger 
of the trouble in the Near East, and the possibility of 
their being isolated. The constant dread of an English

15. J. Scott and A* Baltzly, Readings in Euro- 
gean History Since j9^. 470-471.

16. hanger, og. cit., 450.

69. 17. S. B. Fay, Origins of the World War, Vol 1;
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attack on the Straits almost forced upon the Russians 
the desire for an agreement with Germany, the only pow
er which could prevent England from finding a continen
tal ally. Bismarck could not ignore this pressure from 
the Russian aide, for a large number of troops were con
centrated in Poland, and the Chancellor could not forget 
that his eastern neighbor was a formidable military pow
er. Bismarck did not object to an alliance with Russia 
but he feared that such an alliance would arouse mis
trust in Austria, and cause her to seek Western alliances. 
Russia preferred a separate agreement with Germany, but 
was willing to accept the idea of a triple entente. Aft
er all, the chief problem of Russia centered upon the 
question of the Straits, and the point at issue was one 
of Ruasian-Engliah relations rather than Ruaslan-Auatrian.^ 

The negotiation* for the alliance of the Three 
Emperors were long and arduous, and the basis of dis
cussion was frequently shifted. It was not until June 
18, 1881 that the alliance was completed. By this agree
ment the three Contracting Powers promised neutrality in
case one of the Contracting Parties should find Itself

19at war with a Fourth Great Power.

18. Langer, ojo. cit., 191-197.
19. W. Henry Cooke and Edith P. Stlckney, 

SSRdlpa 1& Internationa^ Relations, 4-5.
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In the Blsmarokian policy the Alliance of the 
Three Emperors was second in importance only to the Auatro- 
Genaan alliance of 1879. It served to preserve the peace 
between Austria and Russia and so spared Germany the task 
of taking sides against one or the other of her neighbors 
and more than that, it guaranteed Germany against an al
liance between Russia and France which gave it great val
ue in the eyes of Bismarck.30

So far Bismarck had not tried to draw Italy into 
his alliance system. He felt that the Italians were un
reliable, and that any agreement made with them would 
be lived up to only if it suited their interests.

The Italian government was vary sensitive about 
its position in the political equilibrium of the Mediter
ranean, and the extension of French power along the

21coast seemed to endanger this balance. At the Congress
of Berlin, France was offered a free hand in Tunis, and
by the treaty of Bardo, 1881 Tunis was made a French 

22protectorate. The Franoh occupation of Tunis is given 
as the usual explanation of Italy's willingness to join 
the Triple Alliance. But this explanation should be

30. Danger, og. cit.. 211.
21. Davis, op. cit*. 439—440.
22. Langer, gR* cit*. 224.
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put aside, for while that event certainly estranged
France and Italy, It did not expose Italy to the danger
of a French attack. Even Italian historians admit that
Italy was not really menaced. The Important thing was
that the Tunis affair showed Italy the completeness of
her Isolation and thereby gave rise to agitation for an

23agreement with Central Power*.
Over and over again the German chancellor has 

been accused of having staged the Tunisian episode with 
the object of creating friction between France and Italy. 
It la, of course, a fact that this was the result of the 
French occupation. Fbr a number of years there had been 
acute tension in the relations of these two powers. He 
encouraged France and supported her chiefly because he 
desired to find for her some compensation for the losses 
of 1870-1871 and because he saw it was to the interest 
of Germany to divert the attention of the powers from 
continental questions to extra-European fields where Ger
many had nothing to lose.^*

Taken as a whole the Triple Alliance, in so far 
as it was concerned with the relations of the Contracting 
Parties, represented a policy of letting bygones be by-

25. Ibid.. 225. 
24. Ibid.. 225.
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gones* In short, Austria, Germany and Italy agreed to 
forget ancient quarrels. The Triple Alliance was re
newed in 1887 and again in 1891. The renewal consisted 
of three instruments, but only the third one need con
cern us here. The third article provided that if France 
should attempt to extend her territories in North Africa 
in the direction of Tripoli or Morocco, and Italy felt 
bound to proceed against her with extreme measures, Ger
many was bound to come to the assistance of Italy.^
The third article is deserving of special mention because 
of the policy pursued by Italy at the Algeciras Confer
ence of 1906.

Bismarck was to make one more step in the isola
tion of France. He was anxious to secure some sort of 
treaty with Russia, but a neutrality agreement would be 
in flat contradiction to? the Austro-German alliance. He 
extricated himself by a characteristically bold maneuver* 
In informing Russia of the existence of the Austro-German 
alliance, the Chancellor warned the Tsar that Russian 
threat* had brought the Austro-German alliance into ex
istence, which could not be repudiated now. As Bismarck 
anticipated, this communication angered the Tsar but al
so made him anxious to avoid complete isolation* Finally

Si BSBBSSB Si B ^ . y ,
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after prolonged discussion on the part of Count Shuvalov, 
the Rueaian ambassador at Berlin and Bismarck, a contpro- 
Hiae was effected on the queetion of neutrality. Each 
promiaed 'benevolent neutrality" if the other ahould be 
at wav, but thia provision did not apply to a war agalnat 
Austria or France, reaulting from an attack made upon 
one of theee two Contracting Powers. This, the Reinsur
ance Treaty of 1887 waa the very keystone of the Bismarek- 
ian system* With it the Chancellor had succeeded in com
pleting the intricate system of check* and balances Which 
waa intended to preserve the peace of Europe.^

But the Chancellor's diplomatic net waa not to 
remain forever. Toward the end of the eecond Aecede aft
er the Franeo-Prueeian War common fears of Germany drew 
France and Russia closer together. Russian loans, float
ing in Paris instead of Berlin, gave thousands of French
men a financial interest in Russia's welfare. Moreover, 
the tension in the relations of the Emperor and Bismarck 
resulted in a complete break in 1890. Bismarck found it 
Impossible to subscribe to the Emperor's foreign policy 
and resigned. The officials of the German foreign office 
asserted and repeated that the German's foreign policy 
towards Russia had not Changed. But by refusing even

26. Langer, gp. eit*. 428.
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to discuss the continuance cf the old treaty relations 
Germany gave Russia reason to think that a thoroughgoing 
revision of Germany's International relations ?ras intend
ed. On Juno 18, 1890, the famous Reinsurance Treaty au
tomatically lapsed. After sustained efforts, covering a 
period of six years, the Franco-Ruasian alliance was com
pleted in the year 1894. The alliance provided that if 
France were attacked by Germany or Italy supported by 
Germany, Russia would come to her assistance, and if 
Russia should be attacked by Germany or by Austria sup
ported by Germany, France would in turn employ all her 
available forces to fight Germany. Franca, after a long 
period of Isolation made her first step toward breaking 
down the circle of solitude In which Bismarck had con
fined her.

The first step had been taken, others were soon 
to follow. The Entente of Great Britain and France fol
lowed closely upon a period of strain between the two 
countries. The new orientation of English diplomacy, 
that la the policy of association in place of isolation 
did much to bring about the Entente between Great Britain 
and France. Furthermore, a vigorous impulse was given 
to the Anglo-French Entente by the accession of Edward VII

27, Scott and Raltzly, op. cit., 474-475.
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to the throne of England In 1901 as well as by the pro
motion of Delcaase'who became French Minister of Foreign

28Affairs in 1898. Loubet, President of the French Repub
lic and Delcasse'were thoroughly in favor of the Anglo-
French Entente, just as were king Edward VII and the

89Marquess of Lanadowne.
The difficulties which confronted the English 

and French statesmen in the formation of the Entente 
were of long standing and required skilled diplomacy to 
settle them to the satisfaction of both nations. Many 
controversies ware settled, but the main decision was that 
concerning Egypt and Morocco. England gave France a free 
hand in Morooco, and in return France gave England a free 
hand in Egypt.^

With the formation of the Entente of France and 
Great Britain in 1904 a new diplomatic group was estab
lished balancing the Triple Alliance. Accordingly with 
the equlpose of Europe sc nicely adjusted, that is Ger
many, Austria and perhaps Italy in one group, and England 
France, and Fuseia in the other, the slightest move of

28. B. N. Anderson, Th& Flr^. Crigjjg.,1904-1906. 8 .
29. Mowat, OR. cit., 269.
50. Davis, OR. cit., 555.
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one of the Powers aroused the suspicion of the other 
31Powers.
We have thus far briefly summarized the devel

opment of the Triple Alliance and the Entente Cordiale 
which will help us to interpret the Moroccan problem as 
it presented itself to the world in 1905. The establish
ment of the Entente waa, without doubt, the Inciting ele
ment in 1904. The situation in Morocco had been unsatis
factory for some time, but it was this agreement of Great 
Britain and France in 1904 to wipe the slate clean of 
their previous and various disputes, that brought Morocco 
to the front as a major question of world-wide importance.

31. Mbwat, gg. cit., 282.



CHAPTER II

THE MOROCCO CRISIS 1904-1906

Morocco was the last independent state on the 
north coast of Africa. It was a historic land with a 
long record of wars against the Christians, but it had 
never adapted itself to the course of European civiliza
tion, and by the end of the nineteenth century was con
signed by statesmen in colonial conquest to the category 
of "dying states." Here in an area of some 200,000 
square miles there lived about 5,000,000 Moors and semi
barbarians who paid a loose homage to the Emperor reign
ing at Fez. Morocco had mineral wealth, especially great 
deposits of iron, and a rich soil almost untouched by the 
native mattocks. Its population was so scanty that it 
could be exploited without an outrageous displacement of 
the natives. Furthermore, like nearly every non-European 
country which has fallen into the white man's hands, it 
had a government so feeble as directly to invite foreign

gintervention.

1. Andersen, JhiC Flypt h^'Qgoan Crisis. 1904-1906
2. Davis, Europe Since -atorioo. 56S-570.
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Morocco was qualified for acquisition, control 
or division, and the execution of this work was to Involve 
the principal powers of Europe. As early as 1380, due to 
the rivalry of the European countries, and a drift of in
ternal affairs toward anarchy, Morocco had been brought 
to the threshold of foreign intervention. At the Madrid 
Conference in 1880 the thirteen powers including the 
United States, proposed to reach some agreement which 
would and the abuse of extraterritorial protection to the 
natives of Morocco. Although the powers agreed to the 
treaty of Madrid, it was inadequate, because the abuse 
of protection continued. Gradually the Sultan ceased to 
have control over thousands of his subjects. Nevertheless, 
the Madrid Conference cf 1880 served to bring the Moroccan 
problem within the purview of the powers of Europe, and 
as a result any attempt in the future to upset the status 
quo in that country could be Made a cause of legitimate 
grievance to the other conference powers, if they desired 
to make an issue of lt.^

The United States, which was the only non
European country (aside from Morocco) to participate in 
this conference, ratified the Convention of Madrid with
out reservation. Since the convention contained merely

TT-<+ ^ F* Ge^la, A Eiajxg'y &f theUnited States. 573-574.
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a definition of extraterritorial protection, and the 
"tilted States had no political Interest in Morocco, 
there was apparently little likelihood of entanglement 
contained in this treaty. But the fact that the United 
States had sat in with the European powers at the Confer
ence of Madrid gave it a voice in the Moroccan affairs in 
19C5-1906.*

The two European countries most directly interest
ed in Morocco were Spain and France. The latter, though 
further removed from Morocco geographically, had in real
ity a more vital interest in the country than Spain. Be
ginning in 1850 France had gradually built up a great 
colony in Algeria. As there was no effective natural 
boundary separating the French territories from those of 
the Sultan of Morocco, Algeria was subjected to contin
ual raids from the tribesmen of Morocco. France could 
have no peace on the western border of Algeria so long 
as turbulent conditions continued in Morocco. The French 
therefore, came to feel that it was imperative for them
to extend their control over Morocco either by protector—

5 'ate or by direct annexation.
But there were other countries besides France

4* Ibid., 675.
6- B*y* OrlRl-aa. gf th& World Way. I, 156-157.
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and Spain that were interested in Morocco. Italy cast 
her eyes covetously toward Morocco, especially after the
French had stepped into Tunis ahead of her. But in 1900 
France bought off Italy's claims by a secret promise not 
to oppose Italy in Tripoli.

England possessed one of the Pillars of Hercules 
at Gibraltar, and was determined that the other pillar at 
Ceuta would never come into the hands of a strong Euro
pean power, otherwise British possessions in the Mediter
ranean would be compromised. Hence she favored the pres
ervation of the territorial integrity of Morocco, for she

7had no fear of Spain who owned Ceuta.
Germany not only participated, but played an im

portant part in the Madrid Conference of 1880, and it was 
through her influence that international trade in Morocco 
was placed on an equal footing for all nations. Hitherto 
this trade had been confined to Great Britain and France.^ 

Germany was interested in preserving and extend
ing bar rapidly-growing commercial interests in Morocco. 
Soma Germans wanted a German colony in West Morocco which 
would serve a* a market for German goods, but the Kaiser

6

^ i. i. 6* B.E. Schmitt, Triple Alliance and TripleEntente, 57-53.
7, fn.y, op. 15^.
8. E. D. Morel, Ten Years of Secret Diplomacy. 21.

!
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was opposed to pressing this policy because he did not
Qwant to antagonize England and France.

The fact that the European powers were rivals for 
the control of Morocco helped to preserve the independence 
of this backward country under the corrupt, weak and semi
barbarous rule of the native Sultan.^ But with the gener
al liquidation of colonial rivalry between France and 
Great Britain in the formation of the Anglo-French En
tente in 1904, the Morocco question became one of para
mount interest to the powers of Europe.

Delcasse^ from the time he took charge of the 
French Foreign Office in 1898, worked eagerly for the ex
tension of French influence in Morocco. By 1904 he had 
bought off the Moroccan claims of Italy and England by 
promising these countries a free hand in Tripoli and 
Egypt respectively, and had satisfied Spain by giving her 
a sphere of influence in Northern Morocco. With Russia 
as an ally and England as a friend, Delcasse'felt safe 
in pursuing hi* policy of "pacific penetration", com
pletely ignoring the claim* of Germany. But Dslcass^was 
grievously mistaken in believing that he could ignore 
Germany, the country which had seized Alsace-Lorraine

9. Fay, 2R. cit.. 158.
10. Bemis, gg. cf&., 575.
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and long dominated Europe* It appears that France in 
her alliance policy had taken precaution with everybody, 
except the only one of her neighbors whom she had serious 
reason to fear.*^*

The Morocco crisis of 1904*1906 contained all 
those elements that were present at the other crises on 
the road to the great war, namely the desire for colon
ial acquisition, trade and investment rivalries, national 
honor, diplomacy which contained the threat of war, the 
principle of the balance of power, fears and counterfears. 
The special interest of the Morocco Crisis lies in the fact 
that, as the first of the aeries, it shows the Powers of 
Europe choosing sides and fixing their policies. Hence 
this chapter has dealt not with the conflict itself but 
with the struggle in European diplomacy, referring to 
Morocco proper only when necessary to explain the moves 
of the Powers. The Morocco Crisis determined the mental 
attitude of the countries of Europe in subsequent strug
gles, and gave direction to events which were soon to 
follow.

Since the time of the British occupation of Egypt 
in 1882, German diplomacy had used Anglo-French rivalry 
as a tool to forward German interests. Now with the end-

11. Fay, 2 2 . cit.. 168



ing of Anglo-French differences, German support was no 
longer to be of value to England. There had been a new 
deal in Europe and the trump had changed. British for
eign policy was now to a great extant free from German 
influences. France had taken a long preliminary step to 
the development of her African interests. Germany's 
"place in the sun" seemed to be overshadowed by passing 
clouds, consequently, the Kaiser and von Bulow looked 
about for support and naturally turned to the United 
States to try to use her in the Moroccan situation, and,
If possible, to drag her into the solution of a problem 
which was essentially of European origin.^ We shall now 
survey this attempt, but it is quite clear that we are 
concerned not with the problem of European diplomacy, 
but chiefly with America's participation in the.Conference, 
which was called to solve the Moroccan problem.
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CHAPTER III

THE PRELIMINARIES TO THE CONFERENCE

German diplomacy in 1904 was in some confusion; 
there were cross currents which pulled and twisted till 
it is at times difficult to tell in which direction her 
policy was aimed. Although we are not directly concerned 
with Germany's policy in regard to Morocco, a bird's eye 
view of it will serve to explain the lines on which von 
Biilow, the German Chancellor developed his attempts to 
persuade President Roosevelt to assist German desires.

Confronted suddenly with the accomplished fact 
of an Anglo-French agreement in which Germany had not 
been consulted, both the Kaiser and von Bulow felt that 
something must be done.*** Germany had built up appreci
able commercial interest- in Morocco, and certainly had 
a right to be consulted in any modification of the treaty 
regulation of the Sherifian Empire. To the United 
States it made little difference who controlled Morocco, 
the country in fact would be a better place to live in 
If it were under the domination of almost any European 
power. To Germany, Morocco came to be a question of 
power. To stand aside while that country was being ar-

1. Fay, OR. oi&., 169
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ranged for partition, would mean for Germany a loss of
2power and prestige in Europe. Both the Kaiser and von 

BRlow agreed that they must take action. But they dif
fered as to what this should be. Bulow favored the pol
icy of sphinx-like silence, and urged that Germany wait 
until Delcassd' would formally notify her of the Morocco
agreement, and offer guarantees for her commercial inter-

3asta and perhaps some equivalent compensations.
The Kaiser, on the other hand, entertained hopes 

of reviving the League of the Three Emperors. During 
the summer of 1905 the Kaiser and the Tsar went so far 
as to draft the BjorkS treaty, but when the contents of 
the treaty ware made known to von Bulow he threatened to 
resign and the Kaiser offered to do anything rather than 
lose Bulow. He made an appeal which Bulow could not re
fuse: .

You are worth 100,000 times more to me and the
Fatherland than all the treaties in the world.
. . . No, my friend, stay in office and with 
me, and we will work further in common toge th
er valorem Germaniae sloriam. . . . After 
the receipt of this letter, telegraph me, "All 
right , so I shall know you will stay. Be
cause the morning after the arrival of your < 
letter of resignation would no longer find your Emperor alive.-

3. 3emis, 22* cic.. 375.
3. Fay, 22.* 222*; 139.
4* Die Grosge Politik dor ] 
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The Kaiser was soon to meet with another bitter 
disappointment. When the Tsar revealed the Bjorko treaty 
to hi* Minister of Foreign Affairs, Count Lamsdorf, he 
made it clear to the Tsar how contrary the treaty was to 
the spirit of the Franoo-Ruasian Alliance, and how very 
improbable it was that France would agree to such a com
bination with Germany and Russia. The Kaiser appealed 
to the Tsar to stand by his agreements but his appeals 
were of no avail. The Kaiser's hopes for a Continental 
League could not and did not develop.^

Von Bulow's sphinx-waiting policy did not bear 
fruit as rapidly as he had expected. But the German 
Chancellor did not remain inactive. In January, 1905, 
von Biilow inquired of von Kuhlmann, German charge at 
Tangier, whether the economic interests of America would 
not be endangered by the.proposed reforms of administra
tion which were being urged by France. In February von 
Btilow telegraphed von Stemburg, German Ambassador in 
Washington, instructing him to sound President Roosevelt 
as to American interests in Morocco.^ The first direct 
appeal from Germany came from the Kaiser on March 6, 1905 
through Speck von Stemburg. The Kaiser asked Roosevelt

5. Fay, op. cit., 177.
6. Dennis, op. cit., 487.
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to join him in informing the Sultan that he must stand
for the Open Door in Morocco, and that the United States
and Germany would support him in any opposition he might
make to any particular nation (that is to France) which

7sought to obtain exclusive control of Morocco.
For the United States to join Germany against

France In Morocco would have been an absurdity and thus
8it was that Roosevelt viewed the situation. His answer 

to the Kaiser was that he could not Interfere because 
the interests of his country in Morocco were not suf
ficiently great but expressed hie friendliness to Germany 
generally, and his belief that Germany's policy was one 
of peace.

Perhaps it was the last part of Roosevelt's re
ply which caused von Stemburg to overestimate the inter
est of America in Morocco, for it was shortly after 
this that he reported President Roosevelt as one who 
was interested in Moroccan affairs but handicapped in his 
foreign policy by Congress. He reported Roosevelt as

*
7. J. 3, Bishop, Theodore Roosevelt and Hia Times. I, 468*
3* H* F* Pringle, Theodore Roosevelt A Biography.

9. Bishop, op. clt.. 468.
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follows:

Toll his Majesty, the Kaiser, that I value his
communications highly. In my foreign policy,
I am meeting with enormous difficulties in the 
Congress, for they understand foreign affairs 
there with difficulty. . . . I shall instruct 
my now Minister at Morocco to get-into close 
touch with his German colleagues.^

Immediately following these approaches von B&low 
felt sufficiently assured of American support to press 
forward the idea of an international conference on Moroc
can affairs. The visit of the Kaiser to Tangier was an

ilnounoed on March 23, 1905. The Kaiser was lukewarm 
about the proposed visit to Tangier. He had persistent
ly opposed interfering in Morocco, both for reasons of 
general policy and for lack of interest in Morocco it
self. But at the insistence of von BRlow he agreed to

12make the "historic act" a* the German Chancellor was 
wont to call It.

When the Kaiser arrived at Tangier a stiff east 
wind made landing impossible. The weather prospects were 
so unfavorable that It looked as if the "historic act" 
would not occur. However, after a few hours the wind 
.-...... . ... ;

10. Dennis, op. cit., 487-483.
11* Ibid.. 488.
12. Anderson, op. cit., 190.
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died down and the imperial party reached the legation in
safety.3-3

In the speeches which the Kaiser delivered, he 
permitted his tongue to become looser than usual. Where
as, ha had previously opposed intervention in Morocco, and 
had been given detailed instructions as to the nature of 
his speeches, the Kaiser now fixed the German policy with 
respect to Morocco more tightly than the Chancellor de
sired.^

Aa the apeeches of the Kaiser were informal and 
in the midst of a somewhat noisy assemblage, the reports 
of what he said there vary considerably,^but there 
seems to be a unanimity of opinion that the Kaiser in 
his reply to the greetings of the Sultan's representative, 
referred to the Sultan as an independent sovereign, and 
said that he hoped that under the authority of the Sultan 
a free Morocco would be opened to the peaceful competi
tion of all nations without monoply or exclusion.

Shortly after this the Kaiser returned to Germany. 
The Kaiser himself did not realize at the time the polit-

13. Ibid., 192-193.
14* Ibid., 193.
15. Fay, op* cit., 184.
16. Anderson, op. cit., 193.
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ical significance of his visit or his speeches. It was
not until ho read the reports several days later that he
awoke from his illusions. Although the whole Tangier
visit smacked of a comic opera* it threw down the gaunt- .
let to French policy in Morocco and ushered in a long

17period of crisis in international relations. The Kaiser's 
recognition of the Sultan as an independent sovereign was 
regarded as a challenge to French supremacy in Morocco and 
as an attempt to shatter the new-born Anglo-French Entente.

Von Bulow telegraphed to the Kaiser that hie speech 
at Tangier had placed the Moroccan question to the fore
front and that Mr. Qunmtere' the American Minister at Tan
gier, on being informed that the Kaiser had supported the 
idea of the open door was reported to have said: "That 
la just exactly what we alao want." Von Billow told the 
Kaiser &a reported in Die Grosso Politikl that since 
Germany was secure of America's support, she should re
fuse separate economic conooasions from the French and 
insist on an international conference to settle the Mo
roccan problem.^

As we have not found any satisfactory material in

17. Ibid., 195.
18. Pringle, OR. cit., 390.
19. Dennis, o&. cit., 488.
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the Roosevelt Papers or in Roosevelt's own account of the 
Conference, to justify the above statement of von Bulow 
whereby he is secure of American support in Morocco, it 
seems that the German Chancellor had misinterpreted 
America's Interest in Morocco* If von BElow did not real
ize at the time that the whole Tangier visit was a ser
ious mistake for Germany he came to realize it later. In 
December, 1905, there was a difference of opinion as to 
whether the Conference be held at Madrid or Algeciraa. 
Billow's opinion was that it made no difference to Ger
many whether the Conference met at Algeciraa or Madrid or 
elsewhere, for Germany made a mistake when she sent the 
Kaiser to Tangier.

Upon the urgent request from von BKlow, President 
Roosevelt received another communication from Stemburg 
on April 5. *

This time he LKaisenj maintained that England
and France were allies, that he tust insist up
on a conference of the powers to settle the 
fate of Morocco, . * , The Emperor stated that 
Germany asked for no gains in Morocco; she gl 
stood for equal rights to all nations there.

Stemburg concluded the letter by saying that the 
Morocco question was one that involved the national dig
nity of Germany.

20. Anderson, op. cit., 548.
21. Bishop, op. cit.. 488.
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Beside this she is bound to think of her 
national dignity. * * * As soon as France 
discovers that Germany meekly submits to her 
bullying, we feel that she will become more 
aggressive in other quarters and we do not 
consider a demand for the revision-af the Treaty of Frankfort to be far off.

The Kaiser evidently felt safe in his position of de
fiance to France, even though he was aware of the fact 
that there was a connection between Morocco and the Far 
East. This is clearly shown in this same letter of 
April 5!

The Emperor has further requested me to tell 
you that he has observed a close connection 
between France and England in the question of 
the Far East and Morocco. . . . the Emperor 
believes that France has secretly assented to 
g^ve England her assistance in China after 
England has abandonsd all her political and 
commercial interests in Morocco.

Ae find no evidence In Roosevelt's Papers that 
he knew about the secret provisions of the Anglo-French 
treaty, nor was he aware of the "encirclement* that al
ready confronted the German Empire. On April 8, crossing 
iexas on hie way to the bear hunt in Colorado, Roosevelt 
wrote to Taft:

I wish to Heaven our excellent friend, the ' 
Kaiser, was not so jumpy and did not have so 
many pipe dreams. Tell Speck . . , that I 
shall wait until I gat home before I try to discuss it with him.B* ^

22. Ibid., 468-469.
23. Dennis, op. clt.. 514-616.
24. Pringle, op. cit., 391.
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But again on April 13 the Kaiaer sent word 
through von Stemburg reviewing the whole situation and 
urged the President to make American policy clear to 
Great Britain. Meanwhile in Tangier both von KEhlmann 
and Tattenbach had tried in various ways to make friends 
with Mr* Qunsaere* the American Minister at Tangier. He, 
however, had been cautioned by the Department of State 
to say nothing but listen we11.^ In Colorado, President 
Roosevelt sought to kill bears with one hand while he 
wrote letters to von Stemburg with the other. His at
titude is shown in the letters which he wrote to Taft, who 
was then acting as Secretary of State in Hay's absence, 
and to von Stemburg. On April 20, he wrote to Taft, "I 
do not feel that as a government we should interfere in 
the Morocco matter." Particularly was the President in
sistent that America should not take sides between France 
and Germany. "I do not care to take sides between France 
and Germany in the matter." Roosevelt's letter to Stern- 
burg bears out this same Idea.

When Roosevelt returned to Washington early in 
May, 1905, he was confronted Immediately with the live
ly suspicions of Great Britain and Germany. President

25. Dennis, OR. git., 470-471.
26. Bishop, OR. cit., 470-471.
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Roosevelt Is quoted by von Stemburg as saying that he 
(Roosevelt) felt Indignant at the attitude of England in
regard to the Conference question, and especially so when

27France seemed partly in favor of the idea.
Roosevelt was Irritated by England's policy es

pecially by Sir Mortimer Durand, England's Ambassador. 
Speaking of Sir Mortimer he said;

I saw Sir Mortimer on the matter, but could get 
very little out of him. He was bitter about 
Germany, and so far as he represented the Brit
ish Government, it would appear that they were anxious to see Germany humiliated by France's 
refusal to enter a conference, and that they 
were quite willing to face the possibility of 
war under such circumstances. °

The influence of Jusserand, who refrained from 
mentioning the secret treaty between his country and Eng
land is clearly perceptible in the President's letters.
"I desired to do anything I legitimately could for France 
. . , because I thought her in this Instance to be right," 
he wrote in his letter to Whitelaw Reid a year later.
And in the same letter, *1 had not at any time credited 
the three powers (England, France, and Italy) with having
made the several propositions they were alleged by the

29German. Government to have made." The President was ig-

27. Dennis, og. cit., 486-490.
28. Bishop, OR. cit.. 475.
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norant of the real relations* which existed between 
France and England and unaware that France had given 
Italy a free hand In Tripoli in return for Italy's con
sent to partition Morocco.

The phrase "France was right on this Issue", is 
repeated several times In the letters of Roosevelt, and 
sbowa clearly his views on the situation. He was reluc
tant to Interfere, because as he said, from the very be
ginning the United States had no real basis for doing so, 
yet he felt that if at all possible a war between France 
and Germany should be prevented. Furthermore, Roosevelt 
was trying at this time to bring about peace between Rus
sia and Japan and feared that the outbreak of war would 
prevent the development of these plans

On May 85 von Billow telegraphed to von Stemburg 
that the entire question-of an International conference 
on Morocco now rested with Roosevelt.Whether this were 
true or not, even the alleged responsibility was a grave 
one, for if the conference did not take place war might 
result.

Just six days later, May 51, there came a short 
but striking memorandum. Here the Kaiser gave Roosevelt

30. Dennis, op. cit., 490.
31. Bishop, op. cit., 474-475.
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the impression that it was Germany's unwillingness to
come to terms with Russia that was at the root of the
difficulty. The memorandum of May 51 stated that:

The reason why the Emperor attaches so much im
portance to the Morocco question is the fact 
that he does not consider it as an Isolated ques
tion* . . . Immediately after the conclusion of 
the Anglo-Japanese alliance the Russian Govern
ment Inquired if Germany would be ready to enter 
as a third partner into an agreement between 
France and Russia with regard to the Far Bast*
The Emperor refused, and this was probably the 
reason why the Far Bast protocol, signed be
tween France and Russia soon afterwards (March,
1902) was so colorless in character. Today the 
Morocco question is used as another attempt to 
draw Germany into the Dual Alliance. *

The Kaiser Informed Roosevelt that he had a choice of an
understanding between Germany, France, and Russia or war
with France, or an International conference on Morocco.

If England is successful in causing the refusal 
of France to join in a conference to settle the 
Morocco question, Germany will have to choose 
between war with France or between an understand
ing with Dragee with regard to Morocco* which 
repeatedly has been sought by France.

The decision as to whether or not there should
be a conference rested with Roosevelt:

Everything . . . depends on the attitude you
may consider fit to take towards a confer- , 
enee of the treaty powers to settle the Mo
rocco question. *

32. Dennis, op. git., 496.
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American participation in a conference on Morocco. The
Ambassador said on June 8:

In a conversation concerning Morocco, the Pres
ident told me he could hardly participate in a 
conference for the settlement of the Moroccan 
problem without exposing himself to the sharp
est attacks both in political spheres and by 
public opinion. Since the Perdlc&rls affair 
people here believe that absolutely uncontrol
lable tribes are carrying on in the interior 
of Morocco over whom the Sultan has no authority, 
and who will constitute a menace to the foreign 
merchants. ?or this reason we find here some 
thinking people who would gladly see Morocco get
ting civilized,by some foreign power in some such 
way as Egypt.

This willingness on the part of the American peo
ple to see Morocco pass under the control of some Euro
pean country is not mentioned in Roosevelt's own story 
of the negotiations of the Algeciras Conference, but we 
are not surprised at this, because no one can read this 
narrative of Roosevelt to Whitelav? Reid, without feeling 
that Roosevelt wt s highly conscious of the fact that he 
was writing it not for Reid but for posterity.

The Perdicarls Affair of 1904 which the Ambas
sador referred to in the memorandum of June 8, seemed to 
Indicate to Cemany that the United States would take an 
active interest in the affairs of Morocco, and hence it 
Is often regarded as one of the reasons why Germany in 
1905 was justified in expecting support from the United

38. Ibid.. 492
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What the Kaiser wanted was Roosevelt's assis
tance in extracting the chestnut of German prestige from

55the fire of European diplomatic maneuverings.
At this time; on June 6, 1905 Dolcasse fell from 

power in France because of the opposition of his collea
gues In the cabinet, who feared lest his imperialistic 
designs in Morocco might mean war with Germany. M. Rouvler, 
the Prime Minister, secretly made Inquiries and learned 
that the hostility in Germany would be lessened if he 
would consent to drop Dolcasse from the Cabinet, and ac
cept the idea of a conference of the powers on Morocco.
On June 6, 1905 Delcasse resigned, but his resignation did 
not relieve the tension as much as M. Rouvler had hoped.
The German comment on Delcasse's fall was that, "the 
acute stage of the Morocco question is probably at an 
end." But Great Britain strongly opposed the idea of a 
conference to be called by the Sultan of Morocco. France 
also considered the proposal for conference as a nation
al humiliation for France, and a triumph for Germany

From Washington von Stemburg reported Presidentf
Roosevelt as reluctant to accept the German view as to

35. Pringle, op. cit., 391.
36. Fay, og* olt., 187-189.
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States In the solution of the Moroccan problem.
In the summer of 1904 the notorious Riffian ban* 

dit, Ralsuli had kidnapped Perdicaris and his stepson, a 
Britain subject from the villa in Tangier. The United 
States and Croat Britain sent three or four marines to 
protect the consulate and to guard the home of Perdicaris. 
Morocco release! Perdicaris on ransom which was eventual
ly repaid to the United States by the Moorish Government, 
and gave the United States an additional $4,000 to cover 
American expenses. Perdicaris was released just as sec
retary Hay was dispatching the historic telegram indited 
after conference with the President: "We want Perdicaris 
alive or Ralsuli dead." Later historians discovered that
Roosevelt knew when ha authorized the message that Perdi-

39carls was not even an American citizen. . . . "Roosevelt 
seized the occasion to stir the lethargic Republican 
National Coavventlon, then in session at Chicago, into 
life" . * .40

On June 11 came the special plea and news which 
were to Influence Roosevelt. This memorandum of Speck 
von Sternburg to the President is given in Roosevelt's 
account of the Conference. The memorandum is as follows:

59. Bemle, op. cit.. 876.
40. Pringle, op. cit., 389.
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Mr. Rouvier . . . has Indirectly informed the 
German charged'Affaires in Paris that England 
has made a formal offer to Prance to enter into 
an offensive and defensive alliance with Eng in
land which would be directed against Germany.

The memorandum continues saying that indirectly 
France had offered Germany a "sphere of interest" in 
Morocco, but Germany could not accept such an offer be
cause she had pledged herself to stand by the Sultan of 
Morocco, and if Germany were forced into war it would 
not be because she had been grabbing after people's land 
but because she refused to take it.42

Then Stemburg pointed out the menace of the for
mation of a group opposed to German and American Interests

43in the Far East. Using this as an argument Stemburg said:
The Emperor feels sure that if you could give a 
hint now in London and in Paris that all things 
put together, you would consider a conference 
as the most satisfactory means to bring the Morocco question to a.peaceful solution, you would 
render the peace of the world another great ser
vice. . . . In case you should not feel inclined 
to take this step the Emperor believes that your 
influence could prevent England from joining a 
Franco-German war started.by the aggressive pol
icy of France in Morocco.

The story that England had offered an offensive

41. Bishop, cit.. 476.
42. Ibid.. 476.
43. Ibid., 477.
44. Ibid.. 477.
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and defensive alliance at this time is false. It has 
bean repeatedly denied, yet it is on this falsehood that 
Germany baaed her argument that Roosevelt's intervention 
alone could save the world from war. Yet this argument 
and version as put forth by Germany had a great deal of 
influence over President Roosevelt because ha set to work 
to persuade Ambassador Jusaerand that Franca should agree 
to a conference. * . . "I took active hold of the matter 
with both Speck and Jusaerand, and . . . got things tem
porarily straightened up."^

Roosevelt's frame of mind can be seen best by 
reading his own words*

I told him ^Ambassador JusserautQ that as chief 
of state I could not let America do anything 
quixotic, but that I had a real sentiment for 
France; that I would not advise her to do any
thing humiliating or disgraceful; but it is 
eminently wise to avoid a war if it could be 
done by adopting a course which would save the 
Emperor's self-esteem; that for such purpose it 
was wise to help save his face. . . . I pointed 
out that if there were a Conference of the Pow
er* France would have every reason to believe 
that the Conference would not sanction any un
just attack by Germany upon French interests.
. . . I explained that I would not accept the 
invitation of the Conference unless France was 
willing, and that if I went in I would treat 
both sides with absolute justice, and would, if 
necessary, take very strong grounds against

AS
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any attitude of Germany which seemed to me un
just and unfair.

The President's intervention as regards French
diplomacy was greatly appreciated by Germany. On June
18, von Stemburg wrote to the President saying that his
diplomatic activity with regard to France had been in the
opinion of the Kaiser, "the greatest blessing to the

-48peace of the world." As the President had made such de
finite promises to support French diplomacy at the Con
ference, we can easily foresee that at the conference, 
Germany would almost inevitably suffer a diplomatic de
feat.

The French reply to the President's appeals to
Jusserand of June 8, was on the whole favorable. On
June 33, the French Government Informed the President
through Jusserand that it would agree to the conference,
and on June 25 there was a further answer and a definite
acceptance by France of the plan for a conference to

49which she had hitherto objected. Despite the fact that 
Italy was a member of the Triple Alliance, she agreed to 
the Conference "as a friend of Franco and with the ln- * *

- ....................... ............. ....... - ........... - ............................................... ......................... .................................... .....................................................................................................................................  . . .
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tention of supporting French views." As mentioned be
fore, Delcaese had by 1904 bought off Italy's claim* in

61Morocco, by promising her a free hand In Tripoli.
The official acceptance of the plan for the Alge- 

oiraa Conference took place July 8 after Germany and
ggFrance had exchanged notes on the subject. There was a 

great deal of controversy between Sternburg and Jueaerand 
as to exactly what should be discussed at the conference. 
There were various questions which came up from time to 
time in which the good offices of the united Statea were 
required. The agenda of the conference were as a matter 
of fact really adopted from the pencilled memorandum 
which the President wrote in early July. Concerning the 
controversy between the German and French Ambassador# 
Hooaevelt writes;

Finally I made pencil memorandum as follows;
The two Governments consent to go to the con
ference with no program, and to discuss there 
all questions in regard to Morocco, save, of 
course, where either ie in honor bound-by a 
previous agreement with another power.

On July IS, 1908 Great Britain agreed to the con-

80
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ference. At the approach of the Portsmouth conference, 
the President became more and more concerned over its 
fate and as a result there la leas and leas in the Amer
ican official correspondence concerning the proposed con-

54farence at Algeciras.
There was a strong belief in Germany that the fol

lowers of Delcaase'were still in power in France, and that 
this faction waa intensely hoatlle to Germany. In the 
meantime the United States formally accepted the invita
tion of Morocco to the international conference. Senator 
Lodge, who had just returned from Europe, insisted that 
the American delegate to the conference keep on the best 
terms with the German delegate hut when it came to taking
action, he should support France to the extent of hie 

55power.
Before the conference assembled at Algeciras the 

Russo-Japanese war had been concluded by the Peace of 
Portsmouth. The Kaiser had failed in the famous meeting 
at BjarkR on July 25, 1905 to effect an alliance between

Kg!Ruaala and Germany. Had the Kaiser succeeded in secur
ing the support of Russia, Germany would have been in a

46
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position to make radical demands at the Algeciras Confer
ence* Roosevelt's Influence was on the side of France.
In England, the Conservative Government had fallen but 
Sir Edward Grey, the new Foreign Secretary was as ardent
ly pro-French as Landsdowne had been* Hence the Kaiser

57was to have few allies at the Conference.
The formal agreement of Germany and France to sub

mit the Moroccan question to a conference was signed 
September 28, 1905.^

As the time for the conference drew near, the 
anxiety and uncertainty showed itself very clearly. Both 
France and Great Britain were apprehensive of an aggressive 
policy on the part of Germany* Sir Edward Grey saw a con
ference approaching at which the new friendship with France 
would be tested, and the conference would either break or 
confirm this friendship* On December 31, 1905 he expressed 
his views to Sir Arthur Nlcolton as follows!

The Morocco Conference is going to be difficult 
if not critical. As far as I can discover the 
Germans will refuse altogether to concede to 
France the special position in Morocco, which 
we have promised France not only to concede to 
her, but to help her by diplomatic methods to , 
obtain*
If she can succeed in getting this with our 
help it will be a great success for the Anglo- 
French Entente, if she fails the prestige of the

57. Bends, OR* cl$., 578.
58. Dennis, oo* cit., 496.
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Entente will-suffer and its vitality will be Ri'mRnished.59
The French on January 10, 1906 put a critical 

question to Great Britain. The French Ambassador, M.
Paul Cambon asked Grey whether the British Government, 
"would be prepared to render France armed assistance," 
in case of German aggression, and whether it would sanc
tion the continuation of the naval and military conser-

60vations. Grey replied that the naval and military com
munications did not commit either Government. In the 
long and critical Interview between Lord Grey and Cambon, 
Grey avoided changing the Entente into a formal alliance. 
This pressing question on the part of France shows clear
ly that the argument Germany used in the summer of 1905 
asserting that England had offered an offensive and de
fensive to France was entirely false, although it was 
used by Germany to convince President Roosevelt of the 
necessity of his intervention to save the world from war.
In his own account of the conference, Roosevelt wrote:
"It really did look as if there might be a war, and I 
felt in honor bound to try to prevent the war if I, could?^

The atmosphere of suspicion and dread that filled

89. Anderson, OR. cit., 322-325.
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the minds of European statesman increased. Early in 
January Ambassador Meyer telegraphed from Russia that the 
French Government feared German policies would make the 
rupture of the conference inevitable, and asked that the 
Emperor of Germany be warned that the French and Russian 
alliance was still in force. The French Government 
feared that Germany would take advantage of the existing 
conditions in Russia, and felt that in the event of cir
cumstances the President of the United States, more than
any other person would be in a position to exercise moral

68influence with both France and Germany.
Three nations, Germany, France, and Great Britain 

looked with anxious aye upon the course which the Presi
dent would take at the conference* France and Great Bri
tain were expecting his support in checking any German 
aggression and Germany while posing as the guardian of 
the "open door", hoped that he would assist in prevent
ing the "Tunlaifioatlon* of the country by France.
Little hint of Roosevelt's intentions was evident In the 
formal instructions which he sent to Mr. Henry White and 
Mr. Gummere'the American delegates to the conference. 
These instructions merely pointed out that the United 
States wished to secure equal rights in Morocco with

68. Dennis, og. cit., 498.
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other governments? that it wished an International 
agreement for an effective Moroccan policy to furnish 
security so that the door would not only stay open, but 
would lead somewhere and that in dealing with financial 
reform any discrimination in regard to foreign states 
should be avoided. The United States asked for fair 
play In Morocco, not only for herself but for all the 
Interested nations. While Germany believed that his 
"open door" meant that he would take their side, hia 
sympathies were firmly with Prance.

In one of the confidential notes which he sent 
tc White, Roosevelt, after mentioning that the delegate 
Gucciere'was thought by some tc be strongly pro-German 
added:

This If true must not be allowed to throw us 
over into even apparent antagonism to the 
Anglo-French Entente. . . . Keep the American 
end of the business on an even keel. Keep 
friendly with all. Help France to bet what 
she ought to have, but don't take the fight 
on your shoulders. ^

That participation of our government in the Con
ference at Algeclras was not favored by the general pub
lic 1s shown by the debate which took place in the Senate 
on Monday, January 15, 1906, the day before the Confer
ence opened. Senator Hale of Maine, who was at that time

rn T ^ 3 . Allan Kevins, Thirty Years of American Diplomacy. 266-268.
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leader of the Republican Majority, had introduced at a 
previous data a resolution expressive of a desire to 
inspeot the correspondence relating to the affairs of 
Morocco. The Senate, not having acted on this resolu
tion introduced by Hale, Senator Bacon on January 15, 
introduced a resolution to the affect that participation 
in any controversy between the governments of Europe per
taining to international relations was a violation of 
the well-established policy of the Halted States. Mr. 
Bacon pointed out that our commercial interests were not 
involved in the proceedings of the conference in as much 
as they had bean safeguarded by the Madrid Convention, 
and that there were no intentions of revising that con
vention at Algeciraa* The Senator continued to show 
that the questions to be discussed at the conference were 
political in their actual and prospective significance.

The position taken by Senator Bacon was not only 
supported by his Democratic colleagues, but was defended 
by Senator Hale and the other members of the Republican 
party aa well. Mr. Hale said he believed that since ne
gotiations might end In an unwelcome treaty, the matter 
should be discussed by the Senate with open doors. The 
Senator did not hesitate to express that he wished the 
President and the Secretary of the State had not accept
ed the invitation to send delegates to the conference
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in which the United States had no real concern.
In reply to this criticism, Mr. Root showed the 

principal members of the Senate the instructions which 
he proposed to be sent to White. According to Mr. Hoot,
Mr. White was to associate himself with those measures 
taken for the protection of commercial equality and those 
destined to put an end to anarchy.

Such was the official front of the American pol
icy. But in fact, a power of the rank of the United 
States could hardly take part in a conference such as that 
of the Algeclras Conference without her action there be
coming noticeable. The United States arrived at the Con
ference in a position without analogy. Of the powers re
presented at the Conference, the United States had, from 
the nature of things a perfect impartiality, and this 
Impartiality only assured a greater price to their appro
bation. On both sides, France as well as Germany, this 
approbation was desired and sought after.

At the Algeciras Conference Roosevelt was to be
his own State Department, as he had been in the Husso- 

65 ,Japanese war.
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CHAPTER TV

THE AL8ECIRAS CONFERENCE

The conference opened Tonally at Algoclras on 
January 16, 1906. The place was badly adapted to such 
a purpose. It was too small, and inadequately prepared 
to house the one hundred and fifty delegates, secre
taries, and newspaper correspondents who were to re
main there for over two months and a half.*** The dele
gates were quartered at one of the two hotels, and the 
journalists at the other. Andre Tardieu, who has given 
us the best description of the conference, refers to it 
as an interesting assemblage in the half Spanish, half 
Moorish town where the delegates of the thirteen nations 
lived in the ornate Relna hotel together, and drove in 
carriages to the conference hall half a mile distant.^ 

Among the delegates there were three important 
groups, the German, the Britlsh-French-Spanish-Russian, 
and the American-Itallan-Austrian. The delegates of 
Morocco and the smaller states took practically no part 

*in the proceedings. In the first group, Herr von Radowitz

1. Anderson, og. ci&., 348.
2. Andre Tardieu, La Conference d AlKeciras. 90.
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ambassador In Madrid was a nonentity* He was so elu
sive and cautious that it was very difficult to nego
tiate with him* This gave Count Tattenbach, though 
nominally second, the opportunity to become the positive 
force in the German group. Although he knew the Moroc
can problem thoroughly, he was unauited to the delicate 
negotiations required at the conference* He was down
right Ill-tempered, unable to see any point of view but
his own, and profoundly convinced that the French could

3never be trusted.
M* Revoil and Sir Arthur Nicolaon ware the lead

ers of the second group. Both had served their countries 
as ministers at Tangier. M. Revoil was a supple, subtle 
raaaonar, a highly trained lawyer, whose astonishing 
fluency of speech was more often used to conceal rather 
than to explain his true meaning. He was oversensitive, 
overcautious and mistrustful of Germany. His obstinacy 
proved in the end of advantage for his country, but he 
would have made a number of serious mistakes for France 
and for the success of the conference, if he had not 
had the advice of Sir Arthur Nicolaon* The latter was 
the moat astute member of the group* He took an active 
part in the assembly, but played his role so quietly that

5. Kevins, op* cit*. 270.
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4the other delegates did perceive M s  significance.* 

Henry White, the American delegate, Marquis 
Visconti Venosta, the Italian representative, and Count 
Welsershelub the Austrian, constituted the third group.^ 
Henry White had entered the diplomatic service just when 
The Halted States was beginning to share in a series of 
Important International events. In the Hehrin- Sen con* 
trovorsy, the Venezuela Affair, the Spainsh War, China 
and the Open Door? White had played his r6le well. Dur
ing the years 1905-1905, a chain of events, involving 
the realignment of nations and the shifting of the bal
ance of power, had taken place under White's eyes, and 
being a keenly interested observer of events, he was 
better acquainted than any other American with European
affairs and personalities.7 Roosevelt regarded him as

8the most useful nan in the diplomatic service. Marquis 
Visconti Venosta, the Italian delegate was the most com
manding personality at the conference, "a really grand 
old man," as White described him to Roosevelt. Venosta 
had served with Cavour in his youth, had fought in the
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

4. Anderson, og* cit.. 349.
5. Ibid.. 349.
6. Nevina, OR. cit*. 96-116.
7* Ibid., 261.
8. Theodore Roosevelt, An Autobiography. 356.
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unswoceaaful uprising of aga:L*at Rue Austrians 
and seemed to aabody t-iC history of modern Italy*

Ta# mestbsra of the thiFd group desired to act 
us mediators, bat tula was difficult. bext to the LBait- 
cd States,, Europe regarded Italy ag a decisive facsor. 
fho poeitioa of **&ly wag peculiarly awAwurd, sinso in 
the year IcJO she hac made d^e ags'eomeut with franco 
which oohtahplate^ toe appropriation of Morocco by that 
country, while Italy, in ooawaquaaae wac to tale Tripoli.^
'. .0..C0 &*.o r ^ c  of *''a-.'Mj8tn wag a difficult one, for it 
waa ha who had concludes with franco the agroement of 
it 00.

Auatrsa was bound bo ueisuaagr by the Triple 
alliance, but beoauao of domes tie troubles, Count 
Golusi^wski, iî o Austrian Ibreign Emitter, hah instruct-,, 
ed the Austrian delegate. Count Wolaerahuimb, that,
"bbrococ woe not worth a aar,** and advtaou thao in case 
of necessity the conference be permitted to break up 
without results rather than become Involved in a conflict^ 
iho nuatrian delegate by no means enjoyed freedom of ac
tion and though at tinea ha took an independent at
titude, on the Whole ha supported Germany.

9. 0. Lowes Dickinson, The International 
Anarchy. 1904-1914. 157.

10. Anderson, ggt. cit.. 588.
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Bath the Austrian delegate and the Italian 
delegate desired to act aa mediators at the conference, 
bnt at we have rotated out? this eat Imoosslblo because 
of the alliance system that had developed In Burooe orl- 
or to the opening of the conference* Hence it era evi
dent from the outset that the r&le of the American dele
gatee would be of flrat Importance*

White realized from the very beginning that If 
the German and French delegatee were to be brought to
gether, It would be accomnllehed by private rather than 
coen negotiation*. Hie flrat effort, aa ha wrote to
Hoot, wee to establish a cordial, peraonal acquaintance

 ̂ 11with all the delegatee* He had long known Sir Arthur 
Kleolaon, a quiet man whoae reserve and shrewdness were 
invaluable! if Hieolson had been leas firm, he would 
have encouraged the Germane to hope for a rift In the 
Anglo-French entente, and had he been leas tactful be 
would have turned the diaouaalon into an open quarrel* 
White had also Known the aged Marqule Visconti Venoata, 
whom ha refers to aa the "Neetor of the Conference.*
White had no difficulty in establishing friendly rela-

. '.L 'tlona with the two Spanish delegatee, the Duke of

11. Kevins, aa* clt.* 869.
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Almodovar and Kenor Peros-Ctaballero* He had mat the 
Russian dele-atn, Arthur Cacsini, and neither liked nor 
trusted him. But it was the dayman and French delegatee 
who were the center of greatest Interest. Neither Ger
many nor Prance cent a man of flret-rate ability, but 
White succeeded in winning the confidence of both sides.^

Prom Andre Tardieu'a account of the conference 
it is clear that MT. White worked in oloae cooperation 
with France during the conference. He also gives us 
the Impression that White was from the very beginning 
attached to France, and as a result interpreted all hie 
instruction* from Roosevelt and Root in the way moat 
friendly for France. Tardieu continued!

M. Revoil will cause to be born in him (White)
co!wlctlon liiat the Pl*e!wh policy P laces  

none of those interacts which they say are to 
ss.fcguarded at Algeciras. And vary quick

ly also **r. White will understand the position.
**. Tattonhaok this will be a gouEible de

ception to find the representative of the 
n.tod State's averse to lî e various combina

tions Which he will In turn propose tc him.
And thiBgroBiatanoo will hold against all as
sault*.*

We do not agree with Tardieu'a views that Henry 
White wag pro-French from the beginning. Before the con
ference opened Count Tattenbaeh came to White and among

13* Ibid*, S6P.
IS. Tardieu, on. cit.. 871.
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other pleasant remarks said that the Germane wished 
neither valnaue^pw ^1 valnnus. White replied that this 
was an excellent continent, but In hie opinion the coun
try which yielded it* contention on the police question 
would be regarded as vaiacu. The next day January 18, 
1306 White telegraphed to Boot that ho firmly believed
that If the police wore kept entirely under French con-

14trol, the Open Doer would not laat long. As the French 
were at thle time insisting that the polloing be kept 
in their hands,^^lt is obvious that White was not pro
French from the beginning as Tardisu would have us be
lieve* Moreover, White was obliged to fellow the in- 
struotlone cent him by Roosevelt and it ia clear from 
Roosevelt's account, and as we have indicated In the 
previous chapter, that on the information available to 
him, he thought Franca was right.

JuKgarand and Sternberg, with the help of Presi
dent Roosevelt, draw up a program of the conference*
This was published in a document of July 8, 1933, Where
by Germany and France agreed to work for reform in har
mony with the triple principle of sovereignty of the 
Sultan, the integrity of hie empire and equality of

14* levisn, gR* cit.* 871* 
15. Ibid.. S73.
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treatment in commercial matters.
On July 11* 1905, Roosevelt wrote to Juaserand 

concerning the program of the conference, "the impor
tant point was for them to get the kernel of the nut

17and they did not have to consider the shell.""
The Duke of Almodovar was elected president at 

the opening of the conference, and it was decided that the 
first session be reserved for the ratification of matters 
agreed upon before the opening of the conference. The 
principles of reform as stated in the above-mentioned 
document of July 8, were agreed upon in this first ses
sion. In this opening speech the Duke of Almdovar de
clared that it was not the mission of the conference to 
work out a complete plan for the administrative reform 
of Morocco, but study the means of applying measures 
which were at that time.most urgent*

We feel that It Is significant to note the ab
sence of a desire on the part of the delegates to work 
out a plan for the complete reform of Morocco. There 
could be no half-measures in dealing with this country*
The European powers would have to leave her alone entire-

16

16. Anderson, &R. cit., 350.
17. Bishop, og* git*, 438.
18. Anderson, o&. git., 350*
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ly or refora her completely* Since the delegatee at the 
conference had no desire to s*n*k out a lasting solution 
for the Moroccan problem* wo are not surprised that the 
prolonged diplomatic activities at Algociras left the 
Moroccan problem unsolved.

From Eugene Andersen's analyst# of the confer
ence end from other sources now available, it is possible 
to draw a fairly complete picture of the proceedings. 
However, it is cur concern only to touch on the major 
elements in the story and chiefly as they were affected 
by Roosevelt's intervention.

The two troublesome problems were those dealing 
with the nature of police control in Morocco, and the 
character of the international bank to be got up. The 
solutions of these problems would determine whether 
Franco or Germany vould-omerge from the conference ae 
victor.

Marquis. Visconti Yenosta and Mr. -Jhito tried to
solve these difficulties on the basis that -Germany should

19make concessions cm the police, bat on January 88, 1906, 
France gave way in her original demand, and was willing 
and ready to associate Italy with France and Spain on 
the police question, but she aekei for definite proposal*.

19. Dannie, ett., 600.



Germany became bold and proposed that the Sultan of
Morocco should select such officer as he saw fit, under

20international control as to funds. Angered at this, M.
Revoll assumed the defensive. But on the advice of Sir
Arthur Hicolson, he laid the proposals on the police
question before the German representative a few days
later. On January 29, M. Regnault, French adviser at the
conference outlined for Count Tattenbach the French plan
on the bank. He justified the project on the grounds
that "the preponderance of French economic interests in
Morocco must be given expression therein," that it was
a question of maintaining the open door without destroying
acquired Interests, and that, "the open door does not alg

alnlfy that those who are in the house must leave it."
We now coma to the major question of the police 

with respect to which President Roosevelt directed that 
American influence should be cast to prevent a break-up 
of the conference and he himself persuaded the Kaiser to 
give way.

On February 3, M. R^voil proposed to Herr Von 
Radowitz that the mandate for the police be given to 
France and Spain together. He maintained that France

20. Ibid.. 500.
21. Anderson, on. clt.* 351-352.
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pursued no special political aims in Morocco, but that
she must demand protection in proportion to her pre-

22pondorant material interests*
The German government offered various plans to 

prevent France from obtaining control of the police.
It endeavored particularly to Interest President Roose
velt in this problem. In a long memorandum of January 
20, which was submitted to the President on January 29, 
it laid three different proposals before the President: 
first, the individual powers might participate on the 
basis of equality in the reorganization of the police by 
having each one, or at least the most important ones as
sume a mandate for a certain port. A time limit should 
be set and the Powers should renounce any idea of giving 
to their occupation a permanent character. For unity of 
policy the Powers could.coma to a general agreement on 
various questions like those of arming and training. 
Second, one or several smaller Powers, such as Switzer
land, Norway, Sweden, Danmark, or Holland might assume 
the duty. Third, no mandate should be given but the ob
ligation should be imposed upon the Sultan to maintain 
at certain points police trained and commanded by for
eign officers. The choice of their officers should

83. Ibid., 553.
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either be left to the Sultar completely or confined to
23certain nationalities, perhaps the small Powers.

The French position was that the police should 
be turned over to her and Spain* Germany favored eith
er some of the smaller disinterested European states 
having control over the policing of Morocco, or that 
the whole matter be left to the Sultan of Morocco, who 
of course had come to lock upon the Kaiser as his one 
friend in Europe. This was evident In von Sternberg's 
memorandum for President Roosevelt of January BP.

When Herr von Radowitz proposed to M* Eevcll cn 
February 3, that the Sultan be charged with the polic
ing of Morocco, M. Revoil answered emphatically that in 
view of the incompetence cf the Sultan the plan could 
not bo accepted by France. Thus the issue was joined 
on the questions of both the bank and the police. In 
this situation, the French and German government sought 
to win the Powers to their respective views.

The German government had endeavored to persuade 
President Roosevelt that her hands were clean and on the 
eve of the conference through von Sternberg asserted Ger
many's goood intentions saying!

25. Ibid., 553.
24. Ibid., 354
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We are not following special advantages in 
Morocco* but merely desire freedom of and e
quality in our economical progress. The in
structions which our delegates have received 
are as simple as they are clear. They are to 
uphold the principle of the open door and 
equal treatment of all nations* They are fur
ther to try to procure absolutely equal rights 
in economic questions and to endeavor to pre
vent the establishment of preponderating in
fluence of any one power which would curtail 
the rights of another.

Roosevelt interpreted the memorandum of January
29 as an attempt on the part of Germany to partition
Morocco. Concerning this memorandum Roosevelt in his
account of the conference writes as follows:

We became convinced that . . + Germany was aim
ing in effect at the partition of Morocco* which 
was the very reverse of what she was claiming 
to desire.

In Algeolrae* matters relating to the contro
versy over the police question had taken a turn for the 
worse. Mr. White telegraphed to Root on February 5, 
1906.

I believe France will allow the conference to 
fail rather than recede from it (her position)* 
which, I think, German colleague realizes. Up
on his communicating to me the interview with 
Rdvoll and asking whether that is my opinion 
I replied in the affirmative. France claims ' 
that her interests are 70 million francs in
vested aa against German's five too great to 
confide police to another power; that to turn

25. Dennis, OR. cj^., 498.
26. Bishop, op- clt., 489.
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out her officers and Instructors for soma time 
past in Morocco* would be compromising to her 
national dignity, and to question good faith 
of guarantees she is willing to give regarding 
open door etc,, la inadmissible imputation upon her honor.2"

Although the story of Germany's attempts to 
break the Anglo-French entente during the early part of 
1906, is not directly concerned with our problem, we 
feel that a brief summary of it, will help us to under
stand the attitude taken by the French delegate at the 
conference, as well as to bring out in relief the im
portance of the part Roosevelt took in bringing about
a peaceful solution.; '' % **'*"*'

Nevlna, in his life of White, relates that short
ly after the latter had arrived at Algeciras, Count 
Tattenbach came to him and said that his government had 
empowered him to offer the British something that would 
make it worth While for them to give up their friendship 
with France. White advised him not to offer the Brit
ish a bribe unless he wished to cement the Anglo-French

88entente.
On February 3, 1906 Count Tattenbach tried to 

persuade Sir Arthur Nicolson to desert France and sup
port Germany. Count Tattenbach aomehow Imagined that

27. Dennis, OR. cit., 501.
28. Kevins, op* cit.. 272.
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since England's commercial interests were like Ger
many's her support of France would be perfunctory and

29she could easily be induced to abandon her. But Count 
Tattenbach mat with total failure and on February 6, 
when M. R^voll heard of Count Tattenbach'a effort to 
woo the British delegate, he became atlffer than ever.
As a result, Harr von Radowitz advised his government 
to compromise. But in view of what he considered the
favorable attitude of the American government von Bulow

50refused.
Neither nation seemed likely to yield and White

feared that the Germans actually desired a rupture. On
February 11, he cabled Root:

I am satisfied, Conference is likely to fail 
unless Germany can be got to accept the French 
position in principle. There are indications 
that realizing aha cannot get Conference to 
support her views, Germany beginning to think 
better terms obtainable by direct negotiations 
with France. If so, she should admit it and 
stop Conference.31

The conduct of the Germans seemed to bear out 
White's fears. On February 13, the German government in 
telegrams to Roma, Vienna, London, and St. Petersburg,

29. Anderson, og* cit., 356.
30. Ibid.. 356.
31. Kevins, og>. cit.. 272. Official Dispatches—  

White's Papers.



declared as follows;
No reason for further retreat Is evident. The 
principle of sacrificing one's own interest mere
ly because they block the way for another Power, 
could lead to such serious consequences that we 
consider a disruption of the Conference as a 
lesser evil.33

The telegram to Washington, dispatched the next 
day, was not of indantical wording with the others but to 
the same effect.
. A deadlock had been reached and White came to
the conclusion that bold steps were necessary and that 
Roosevelt should appeal directly to the Raiser. While 
urging the French to concede to the principle of a third 
Power, preferably Italy, to carry out some of the duties 
of police inspection, White cabled Secretary Root on 
February 13 saying that, "a communication from the Pres
ident to the Kaiser, will have great weight, and proba
bly effect settlement".^

In effect, White proposed that the President go 
over the heads of the conference. He was of the opinion 
that the Kaiser had not been accurately informed concern
ing the situation. This he had cabled Root on February 
11.

Recent Information with Austrian Ambassador 
and other reasons, confirm my opinion that

32. Anderson, oa* cit., 359. 
33* Ibid*. 359.
34. Kevins, og. cit., 273.
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German representatives do not frankly inform 
Emperor as to situation.

As mentioned before Roosevelt suspected Ger
many of aiming to divide Morocco into sectors and as a 
result came to regard France as the protector of Moroc
co's Integrity. Hence, when White asked him to intervene 
with the Kaiser in order to bring about a peaceful solu
tion of the problem he was willing to do so. On Febru
ary 13, he cabled through Root, asking White's opinion 
of what he thought would be a fair settlement of the 
Issues. Here was White's opportunity to show his use
fulness, and he did not let it slip. He sounded the 
French government as to the utmost limits to which they 
would go, and also approached the Germans on the subject 
of concessions. Both M. Revoil and Padowitz drew up mem
oranda for him. As a result White cabled a aeries of 
suggestions to Root on February 16. These suggestions 
were approved by the French and intended by White to 
form the basis of a proposal which Roosevelt was to make 
to the Kaiser* Roosevelt adopted with a few alterations 
the plan arranged by White for settling the police and 
bank question together, and on February 19, through Root, 
proposed it to Speck von Stemburg for reference to his

55. Ibid., 273.
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eovereign.33 A full account of thia propoaal ia given in 
Rooaevelt'a account of the conference. The letter la 
algned by Root and addreaaed to Speck von Stemburg.
In preaenting the plan the letter abated that in making 
the propoaal the United State# waa following the auggaa- 
tiona of the German memorandum of January 29. Thia memo
randum atated that the United Statea ahould propoae

to entrust the Sultan of Morocco with the organ
ization of the police force# within hla domaina 
and to allow him certain fund#, and to aatabllah 
an international control with regard to the man
agement of these fund#* and the carrying out the whole plan.3"

Rooaevelt'a letter continued, aaying that our 
government had been adviaed by Algeeiraa that the time 
had been reached whan auoh a propoaal ahould be made* and 
alao that if the plan waa to be effective it ahould be 
aomewhat more apeoific. Than the four point# of the pro
poaal were given. Theae may be aummarized aa follow#: 1. 
The organization of the police force waa to be left to the 
Sultan. 8. The fund# for ita aupport were to be aupplled 
by the propoaed international bank. 3. The French and 
Spanish and non-oonsalaaioned men wore to be in charge, 
and theae were to report annually to the Sultan and to

37. Bishop, aa* cit.. 490.
33* Ibid.. 873.
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Italy aa a third Mediterranean power* 4* France and Spain 
were to give full assurance for the open door, both as 
to trade, equal treatment and opportunity in competing

*Qfor public work# and concessions. Roosevelt does not 
mention the part played by White in drafting this pro* 
poaal, but it it practically the same as that arranged 
by him, to we may conclude that White was the real auth
or of the proposal. Although White was the author of 
the plan, we feel that it was the interposition of Roose
velt at this critical point that brought about the dip
lomatic defeat of Germany at the conference.

On February 22, Germany replied accepting all 
the points of the proposal except the third. This was 
in substance a flat refusal because thereby Germany re
jected the plan for limiting the police control to French 
and Spanish officers. But it appears that the German 
Government took every precaution not to antagonize Roose
velt. This is obvious in the latter, which Stemburg 
wrote to the President on this occasion. The letter
opened with an expression of lively gratitude on the*
part of Germany for the President's mediation in the 
Moroccan question. Then followed the acceptance of

36. Ibid.. 490-491.
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points 1, 3* and 4* In refusing to accept point three
the letter stated that:

Though the Rmperor felt unable to accept the 
proposal it has been subjected to another cloe- 
er examination as aoon as your mediation had 
been received.S3

Next an alternative to point three was aug- 
geeted. Thie alternative would have left the Sultan free

y -
to ohooae the officers from among the statee of Europe.''' ' ' ^
In conclusion Stemburg wrote*

In case it ehould be possible to widen your 
proposal for mediation . . * Germany would 
gladly negotiate on this new basis and Emper
or would be highly gratified if you should be
pleased to further offer your mediation.^"

White, who had been trying desperately to bring 
the German and French delegates together must have felt 
that all was lost, when Root telegraphed him that Germany 
had refused to accept the eaaential featuree of the Rooee- 
velt plan, but he worked undauntedly. He had always 
felt that Preeident Rooeevelt ehould continue to prevail 
upon Berlin and on the last day of February he had writ
ten to Root eaying that it might be efficacious if Roose
velt give Berlin a hint that our government deprecated de
lay on general principlea.*^

39. Ibid.. 491-492.
40. Ibid.. 492.
41. Nevine, &&* cit.. 278.



Meanwhile, President Roosevelt was still ready 
to act energetically. On March 7, a further letter was 
sent to Sternburg by Secretary Root in which the Presi
dent said he could not ask France to make any more con- 
ceaaiona. He then reminded the Kaiaer of what ha 
[jtooaeveltj had already done in the interests of peace 
and recalled the Kaiaer's letter of the previous June.
The Kaiaer had promiaed that if difficulties developed 
in the conference, "I will in every case be ready to back 
up the deeialons which you ^Roosevelt) consider to be the 
most fair and practicable." Now the Preaidant made it 
clear that he expected the Kaiaer to redeem this promise. 
Roosevelt continued saying that if Germany insisted up
on pressing France beyond the measure of concession,

the general opinion of Europe and America 
would be unfavorable, and Germany would lose 
that credit and morkl power that the making 
of thia arrangement would aecure to her, and 
might be held responsible, probably far be
yond the limits of reason, for all the evil# 
that come in the train of a disturbed condition of affaire in Europe.43

In this same letter, Roosevelt, after urging 
the Kaiaer to accept hie proposal of February 19, added,

48. Bishop, 3 R. oit.. 493.
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43. Ibid.. 494-498.
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"I don't Know whether ranee woM&d accept it or not.*** 
T&iw atateMMMt on tbw part of Roosevelt is contradietory 
to say the least. In hie correspondsnco dealing with 
this proposal hs wrote, "Ws took the natter up by oor- 
reapondeaoe with ^ernaoy * . . Jusserand being kept in* 
formed of what wo were doing.'^ Moreover, we know that 
this proposal had been drafted after White had satnit- 
ted a aeries of suggestions to the French for their ap
proval*

Roosevelt's latter to the raiser was * blunt 
end positive one, but for a time the Kaiser still hang 
on, this tire to another alternative, which was proposed, 
by Austria at the instigation of Sermany* Sader this 
plan the French were to officer the police in four ports, 
the Spanish in three, and the Dutch or Swiss to choose 
the highest officer in the port of Casablanca, Who should 
also b* the inspector-general in all porta* When Whit* 
cabled a summary of the Austrian plan to Boot on Harsh 
8, hs declared that the French would agree to a Swiss or 
Buteh inspector-general but never to his having command 
in any pert* Moreover, he added that the French ware

44. Ibid.. 494.
48. Ibid*. 489.
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greatly stiffened at Algeciras by confidential news from 
Jusserand in Washington that President Roosevelt had ad
dressed a vigorous personal communication to the Kaiser.*^ 
Roosevelt had from the beginning taken Juaserand into hi* 
confidence*

For a time it seemed that France would be abandoned 
by the other delegates and be forced to accept the Austri
an proposal* Even the British and Russian delegates 
thought that the French might consent to a Dutch or Swiss 
commander of police at Casablanca* Which was the one port 
in Which German commercial interests predominated. Even 
the British and Russian delegates thought that the French
might consent to a Dutch or Swiss commander of police at 

47Casablanca. On March 8* White communicated this to 
Root* If Roosevelt had yielded, the Austrian plan would 
doubtless have been the'baais of settlement. But he did 
not yield* Instead he stopped in with vigor. He saw 
Spook von Stemburg who at once cabled a report of Roose
velt's views to Berlin on March 14. These views were si
multaneously made known to M. R&roil in Algeciras. The 
telegram to Berlin reporting Roosevelt's views was as 
follows*

46* Kevins, gg* oit., B75-276. 
47* Ibid.. 276.



Tha Asatyian proposal in sty (not?Bevclt'a;Miad 
la abaurd, because it favora the vary idea tha 
conference haa bean trying to eliminate namely 
partition and apharea of influence. Placing 
Preach and Spanish officers la the cane porta 
give# according- to my view a safer guarantee 
than placing than separately in aln^la porta*
Thla haa dlatinctly tha flavor of a French, a 
fpanieh and a Butch or Swiss sphere of influ- 
enee* X alao do net aee how tha duties of po
lice inspector can be sade compatible with mil
itary discipline* Austria wants an officer, 
who performs the same duties in the port of 
Casablanca aa hia French and Spanish comrades 
do, to act in all ports aa their superior and 
inspector* That would bring friction at the 
start* The proposal I suggested is  the better 
and eafer and the only one 2 can aupport**^

Root raatated in writing the aubetanee of thia
telegram to the Kaieer on March 17* He alao cabled the
telegram to White and authorised him to ehow it  to the

4 8 * Beanie, gg* e it** 004* 

4 9 . Nevina, &g* e it** 9 7 7 .
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Roosevelt:
Sincere regret Is expressed that the attitude 
of Germany*should have led to certain misunder
standing. The Kaiser had suggested the Confer
ence so aa to find a peaceful way to solve the 
question of Morocco. He appreciates the funda
mental idea of your proposal: cooperation of 
French and Spanish officers* to he about equal
ly divided in each of the porta. He would read
ily join in any proposal at the Conference which 
would contain this mixed system and an inspector 
general, tp which France already has agreed in 
principle.

This practically ended the controversy* Late in 
March there was some trouble over the exact phraseology, 
defining the supervision to be exercised by the diplo
matic body* but on March 87* White obtained an agree- 
ment.Si

On April 1* Hr* White telegraphed Root from Al
gae iras as follows:

At the meeting yesterday Russia's second del
egate communicated to the Conference the fol
lowing distribution of port* agreed upon by 
France and Spain: Tangier and Casablanca*
French and Spanish officers! Tetusn and Laraohe 
Spanish? four others French. The agreement reached appears to be as satisfactory to the 
Germans* as to the French delegate and to 
everyone else here. * * * The Important step 
taken by the President and yourself 1* fullyappreciated.52 ,

50. Dennis* cit.. 504-306.
51. Kevins* oo. cit.* 878.
68. Dennis* on. cit.* SOS.
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The resolution ratifying the general act was
signed on April 7, 1100, by the delegates of the Powers

68represented at the conference.
We may pause hare to consider why the Kaiser 

gave in, when he was losing the very objective for which 
the conference was called. In the first place, it is 
highly probable that neither the Kaiser nor von Billow 
desired a European war* In going to Tangier and in cal
ling the conference, Germany had laid down the principle 
that there must be equal opportunity for Germany in inde
pendent countries of Europe, and realizing that her inter
national position was serious she was ready and willing 
to yield completely.

Furthermore, Roosevelt had threatened to publish 
all the correspondence between himself and the Kaiser.
In Roosevelt's account bf the conference he wrote as 
follows:

I had previously Informed Speck, in a verbal 
conversation, that if the Emperor persevered 
in rejecting our proposal and a break-up en
sued, I should feel obliged to publish the en
tire correspondence, and that I believed that 
our people would feel a grave suaploion of < 
Germany's justice and good faith; but that 
If the Emperor would yield to What seemed to 
me our very fair proposal, I should not publish any of the correspondence.^

 ̂ S3. Cog^reaajonal Regard, Vol. 41-Part l-59thCongress.
54. Bishop, gB* cit.. 500.
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The French, with Roosevelt's support and thanks 
in part to White's timely outline of a proper plan of 
settlement, scored a victory, a victory which was to 
have far more reaching results than Roosevelt ever real
ized. The President had no intentions of promoting the 
"peaceful penetration" of Morocco, but instead desired 
it to remain an autonomous country with no European coun
try in sovereign control. This is evident from the em
phasis in his letters upon the undesirability of any 
spheres of influence. In rejecting the Austrian prcpos- 
al Roosevelt wrote to the Kaiser on March 17, 1906.

We regard it as an essential departure from 
the principle declared by Germany and ad
hered to by the United States, . . . no one 
power ought to acquire such a control over 
the territory of Morocco as to justify the 
belief that she might ultimately coma to re
gard and treat that territory as her own, to 
the exclusion of others.

The President expressed himself as greatly 
pleased at the results of the conference, and on March 
80, he suggested to von Stemburg that at a meeting of 
the German-Amerlcan veterans, praise would be given the 
Kaiser for hie triumph of German diplomacy at Algeclraa. 
This was done on April 18, in a speech by the President, 
which previously had been gone over carefully by von

55. Ibid.. 497.
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Stemuurg and Juaserand.^'
Roosevelt gives us the entire speech in his sc* 

count of the conference. In view of what happened with* 
in the next few years* we feel that parts of this speech 
will bear repetition. After giving warm praise to the 
German people for the commendable aims shown by their 
government at Algeciras, the President concluded his 
speech by saying:

It is not out of place * * . for me to say 
a word of congratulation both to the German 
people and the German Emperor upon the work 
that has been accomplished in the Algeciras 
conference . . . a Conference held chiefly 
because of the initiative of Germany. * . .
In its outcome* this Conference has added 
to the likelihood of the betterment of con
ditions in Morocco itself* has scoured equit
able dealings as among the foreign powers  ̂
who have commercial relations with Morocco*^?

This speech nay be regarded as a tactful effort 
on the part of the President to cloak the German defeat.

Kevins in his biography of White gives us the 
impression that White suspected secret clauses in the 
Eranco-Spaniah agreement* providing for the eventual par
titioning of Morocco between these two countries. If 
White communicated this knowledge to Roosevelt* the lat
ter took every precaution not to let it affect his deal-

56. Dennis* cit.* 505.
87. Bishop* gR* cgJ$,.* 501-602.
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Hag with France* If Juaeerand knew the substance of the 
secret clauses of the Franco-3p**nlah agreement he did not 
let Roosevelt know anything about it. From the beginning 
to the end of the conference, the President retained his 
confidence in Juaaerand. Roosevelt wrote as follows con
cerning him: "I was entirely sure of France only when I 
could act directly through Jusaerand who rang true under 
any and all circumstances."^

In a long letter which White wrote to Root re
viewing the conference* the American delegate pointed 
out three errors Which the Germans made at the confer
ence* Only the third of these blunders need concern us* 
because neither White nor Roosevelt had anything to do 
with the other two errors committed by the German govern
ment. According to White's letter the greatest blunder 
of the Germans occurred When they had practically suc
ceeded in forcing the French to accept the Austrian pro
posal. As mentioned before* both the British and Russian 
delegates advised M* Ht'voll to accept the Austrian plan*
But the Germans* unable to keep their success to them*
selves circulated a report at the leading capitals* 
through their ambassadors* that the British and Russians

66. Ibid.. 489.
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war* acquiasolng in the Austrian proposal. Since the 
British and Russian Governments were bound to support 
France, they promptly denied this, thus strengthening 
France's hands. At the same time Jusserand cabled his 
timely hint from Washington, saying that Roosevelt had 
addressed a vigorous personal communication to the Kaiser. 
"This," White wrote to Root, "was one of the most pecu
liar episodes of the Conference, and there la no doubt 
that the eighth port w&s saved to the French and Spanish
police superintendence entirely through the President's 

.89action.
White also sent a review of the conference to 

Rcoaevlet. In this review he wrote at length concern
ing the misapprehensions which hampered negotiations at 
the conference, and declared that he hoped one of the 
results of the conference wduld be an Improvement of 
relations between Germany and England since the confer
ence had convinced Germany that she could not insert a 
wedge, much leas a cleavage in the Anglo-French under
standing which had all the effect* of an alliance at
, 30 'Algeciraa.

51/. lovers, op. 879—880.

30. Ibid.. 800.
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White felt that American participation in the 
conference had teen justified. la this same memoran
dum to Roosevelt he wrote a* follows!

I hope you feel that I have carried out the spir
it as well as the letter of the Secretary of 
State's instructions and that the critics in. 
the Senate of your policy in causing the United 
States to be represented at the Conference at 
all, must now admit that it ia possible for us 
to take an important part in a European assem
blage of this kind, and fully to assert our 
right to equality of rights, commercial and 
economic, with any other nation, in a country 
such as Morocco, and yet in no -arise to take 
aides in any of the political questions at is
sue between certain of the nations there gath
ered together. There is no doubt that the pres
ence of the United States was exceedingly welcome 
to France and Germany as wall as to all the oth
er Powers) that any opinion we expressed . * . 
was listened to with serious attention, and 
often adopted, and that there mere many occa
sions during the three months just ended on 
which my influence * + , has brought about pa
cific terminations to crises which seemed on the point of becoming acute.'*

Roosevelt answered White's letter on April 30,
1906, sending his memorandum on the conference and thus
thanking White. "You have added to the reputation of
your country and you have filled to perfection a diffl-

,68cult and trying position. Although Roosevelt support* '
ad France throughout the conference, he felt that France 
was not exactly square in her dealings, and in his let-

31* Ibid*. 281,
32. Ibid.. 280.
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ter to White ha wrote as follows concerning France: "Un
til the Conference mat I felt that France was behaving
better than Germany, but toward the and it seamed to me

„6Sthat neither one was straightforward."
The apprehensions aroused in the United States 

by our participation in this European conference, were 
reflected clearly in the current literature of this per
iod. For example there were those who maintained that 
there was no lack of precedent for our participation in
the conference, and that it was not a departure from

64our policy of isolation. Then there wore others who 
regarded cur participation in the conference as a step
which caused us to vote on a question that was predom-

6Sinantly if not exclusively a European one*
To ramavo all fears on the part of the American

people concerning the results of the treaty, Roosevelt
in his massage to Congress on December 3, 1906 gave this
statement of the treaty's affect.

The Algaeiras Convention, which was signed by 
the United States as well as by most of the powers cf Europe, supersedes the previous con
vention of 1880, which was also signed by the,

63* Ibid., 880.
64. Outlook, Vol. 32, Fob. 3, 1906, 244-845.
65. "The United States at Algeciraa." Harpers 

Weekly. Vol. 50, March 24, 1908. 402.
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United State# and a Majority of the European 
powers* The treaty confers upon us equal com
mercial rights with all European countries 
and does net entail a single obligation of any 
kind upon us, and I earnestly hope it gay be 
speedily ratified* To refuse to ratify it 
would merely mean that we forfeited our com
mercial rights in Morocco, and would net achieve 
another object of any kind* In the event of 
such a refusal we would be left for the first 
time in a hundred and twenty years, without 
any commercial treaty with Morocco, and this 
at a time when we are everywhere seeking new 
markets and outlets for trade. °

The treaty was ratified by the United States
67Senate December 12, 1906. But in ratifying, the Senate 

made reservations distinctly setting forth the purposes 
or lack of them in joining the other signatory Powers.
The first reservation stated that:

The Government of the United States, having 
no political interest in Morocco and no drelre 
or purpose having animated It to take part in 
this conference other than to secure for all 
peoples the widest equality of trade and pri
vilege with Morocco* sad to facilitate the in
stitution of reforms in that country tending 
to insure complete cordiality or intercourse 
without and stability of administration within 
for the common good, declares that, in acquies
cing la the regulations and declarations of the 
conference, in becoming a signatory to the Gen
eral Act of Algecirac and to the additional 
protocol, subject to ratification according

67* Senate Decumanta 61st. Congress, 2nd. Session Vol* 66., 8167.
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to constitutional procedure, end ia accepting 
the application of those regulations and de
clarations to Ameriosn citizens and interests 
in Morocco, it does so without assuming obli
gations or responsibility for the enforcementthereof.33

By this It was made evident that the United 
State* had not assumed any new responsibility but had 
accepted the doctrine of the open door as applied to Mo
rocco. The Senate then made an unneeeaaary reservation 
and one that in part was incorrect declaring that the 
participation of the United State# in the conference wee 
due to the fact that She had signed the treaty of Ma
drid in 1380* This, a* we pointed out in the preceding 
chapter wae not the real reason.

The resuite, ae well a* the importance of the 
r*lee played by the various delegate* et the conference, 
were mooted question# in the gpring of 1906, and will al
ways remain queetione of discussion. The London Outlook 
May, 1906, maintained that the outcome of the conference 
wae a German gambit which left France in check and this 
would ultimately force a move. The German dailies had 
little doubt that William II caved the conference^ while 
the French dailiee were no lee* certain that the French 
delegate, tactfully supported by Parle, rescued every

. 08

63. Ibid. 8183.



body tad everything. The American dailies declared that 
it waa President Roosevelt'* intervention alone that
saved the conference.^

It has been our objective to concern ourselves 
only with American participation in the conference, 
hence we have made no attempt to evaluate the importance 
of the role played by the representatives at the confer
ence. But as we have shown in the previous chapter it 
was Roosevelt's persevering effort* and diplomacy that 
secured the conference. "Germany neither by bluff nor 
diplomatic persistence could have won such a victory 
without the United States."*^* Moreover, it waa Roosevelt's 
intervention in February, 1906 that prevented a break-up 
of the conference on the police question.



CONCLUSION

The Algeoiraa Conference relaxed the tenaion of 
Europe and cleared the way for a gradual Improvement In 
the relatione of the Power** Both Franco and Germany 
expreaaod their aatiafaotion with the reaulta, which,
according to official interpretation loft behind neith-

.. . . . ' ' '  ̂ " 
or victor nor vanquished, in reality the reaulta of the
conference wore uneatisfaotory in both the chief coun- 
trlee interested. France, it ie true, had gained for 
oil practical purpose* the recognition of her special 
interact* in Morocco. Although she had to give up im
mediate hope of securing * protectorate over Morocco, 
yet She had been deputed the agent of the Power* in carry
ing out the necessary reforms* But th* original indig
nity of having been forcsd into th* conference rankled 
in th* mind* of the French statesmen. Moreover, the 
French had been forced to recognize publicly the prin
ciple of Moroccan independence and this seemed to poet- 
pone indefinitely the coveted protectorate.

Public opinion in Germany viewed the conference 
aa a diplomatic defeat. Prince von Bulow attempted to 
justify his policy at the conference by a speech in the 
Reichstag April 8, 1906. He maintained that the prestige 
of the German Government and the dignity of the German 
Empire had been vindicated and safeguarded, but the
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German statesmen, despite the attempts of the German 
Press to bolster up public opinion* could discern no ma
terial advantages in the settlement and criticized the 
government unsparingly. It was obvious that Germany had 
euffared a diplomatic defeat. She had tried to obtain a 
material Interest in Morocco? she had endeavored to break 
the Entente Cordials, but She had failed in both these 
effort*.

America's participation in the conference had 
two aspects. First, the request of the Kaiser in the 
summer of 1906 that an international conference be held 
to settle the Moroccan problem, and second, the Algeciras 
Conference itself.

The French, as we have seen, were unwilling to 
assent to the conference and considered it a national 
humiliation at the hands of Germany. Great Britain 
opposed the idea of a conference and supported the French 
views. The Great Powers were unwilling to submit their 
disputes to the lessor Powers. There was every appear
ance that a break might come over this question, and it 
was apparently only the friendly intervention of Presi
dent Roosevelt that led Franco to waive her objections and 
submit the Moroccan question to an international tribunal. 
Rooaovolt enjoyed the confidence of Jussorand and Baron 
von Stomburg at Washington and in this way he was able
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tactfully and skillfully to secure the calling of the 
conference* ,

As regard* the conference itself, Roosevelt did 
not proceed exactly as the Kaiser and von B&low had hoped. 
The President was instrumental In forcing the German Gov
ernment to recede even further than the Britlah and Russian 
delegates thought necessary. Roosevelt publicly congrat
ulated the Kaiser and the German Government for what he 
regarded as a peaceful solution of the Moroccan question. 
But it is doubtful whether the result was as salutary as 
it then appeared. Throughout the Conference, Roosevelt 
had insisted upon the Open Door but he did not realize 
that the other Power* oared not a farthing for this prin
ciple, which he was making every effort to uphold. He 
worked throughout with France and Jusaerand, and in hie 
dispatches the French ambassador strengthened the French 
Government to hold out until she secured complete control.

, For France, then, the Algeeirae Conference might 
be considered a victory. War in 1905 would have been pe
culiarly awkward because Russia, France's ally, was help
less as a result of internal disorder and the effects of 
the struggle with Japan. The Germans who had demanded 
the conference were defeated, and the French who opposed 
it, were the victors.
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The uonfereno* did not, of court*, end the Moroc
can problem, for within * few years Morocco was destined, 
except for a small portion under Spanish sway, to past 
completely under the control of the French. But by 1906, 
the French policy had proceeded so far in Morocco that 
"pacific penetration" of the land could have been stopped 
only by war, and this Germany found out at the conference.

The Algaciraa Conference might well be considered 
one of the preludes to the World War. If formally the 
conference was not vary constructive, actually it did a 
great deal. It gave France time to ehape her polioy be
fore the outbreak of the World War, and Ruaaia a pariod 
in which to recover. And more than this, it Showed that 
the United State# could intervene with effect in the af
fairs of Europe. The separation of the United State# 
from European alliance# and intrigue* made its judgment# 
and counsel appear impartial and diainterested.

After all, there le nothing that work* lik* suc
cess, and those who severely criticised Roosevelt's pol
icy in the early part of 1905, latar characterized hie*
intervention in the Morocco problem as hie moat adroit 
advanture in lntamational affairs.
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In Assembling this bibliography a minimum of 
primary source material was available* The Congressional 
Record and the Senate Documents were of apeclel value.
The text of the Algecirae Treaty aa well as the reaerva- 
tlona made by the United States Senate in ratifying the 
treaty are given in full in the Senate Documents. On* 
sees in these reservations the cautious policy pursued 
by the United States in ratifying the treaty lest aha 
be held responsible for troubles that might arise as a 
result of her participation in the Algeciraa Conference.

TeyjtiRR of jgje ERtCRta, 1904-1995 aa given in Brit
ish Documents shows England unwilling to break with France 
during the Conference, but at the same time convinced 
that Franca should yield on some of the minor points. 
Andrdf Tsrdieu's La Conference d' AlKaairaa book contains 
almost an official account of the conference aa a rep- 
reaentative of the lo Temps and his book contains de
tails and documents of great interest. If we were to be
lieve Tardieu, France throughout the conference was in
nocent, honorable, and pacific, and Germany was all 
wrong from beginning to end. Henry White, the American 
delegate according to Tardleu'e account, was a tool in 
the hands of the French diplomats.

REMARKS OP PRIMARY SOURCES
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BRIEF REMARKS ON SORE OF T3B SECONDARY SOURCES

Eugene N* Anderson's The Moroccan Crisis* 1904
1806 la without doubt the beat analysis of the Conference. 
Relying chiefly upon Di& J^j^ik and the Eritjj^
Documents. Mr* Anderson gives * life-like portrayal of 
the type of diplomacy, Which prevailed at the Conference* 
As regards Roosevelt's part in the conference one gcaroe- 
ly need look further than Joseph Bishop, Theodore Roose
velt and His Time. Nr. Bishop has apparently stood aside 
and allowed the story of the Algeciras Conference to be 
told by Rooeevelt'e own letter#. Alfred P* Dennis, in 
hie Adventures in American Diplomacy ehowe clearly the 
importance of the American Diplomacy during thie period*
Allan Kevin#' Henry White ***!*?. Years of American Diplo
macy ie good in that it show# the part taken by tbs Amer
ican delegate at the Conference* Nr. Kevins' work le 
thoroughly impartial although sympathetic* This work 
would have been of greater value if the author had not 
summarised so many of his documents*

FOr a history of the European Diplomacy from the 
end of the Pranco-Prueslan War to the fall of Bismarck, 
William Danger'# European Alliance# and Alignments ie the 
beat, sine* he hae examined and thoroughly digeeted the
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